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personalized romance books and personalized novels from - you co author these 160 to 250 page personalized
romance books by providing the names features and places that personalize your novel customize over 30 characteristics
even include your dog or cat upload a photo to personalize the cover and include a dedication to add that finishing touch, a
d d romance finding fulfillment in love sex - a d d romance finding fulfillment in love sex relationships jonathan
halverstadt daniel amen on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in a d d and romance licensed therapist jonathan
scott halverstadt looks at how attention deficit disorder can damage romantic relationships when partners do not take time,
secrets of attraction the universal laws of love sex - secrets of attraction the universal laws of love sex and romance
sandra anne taylor on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in this uniquely fascinating book sandra anne taylor
reveals how the universal laws and even quantum physics actually direct the course of your relationship destiny energy is
the center of all life, dianagabaldon com the outlander series - outlander outlander also published in the u k under the
title cross stitch is the best selling first novel in my outlander series of books
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